Alarm calls modulate the spatial structure of a breeding owl community
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1. INTRODUCTION

Every animal is exposed to predation at some time through its life [1]. Predation is a major evolutionary force that shapes life histories and behaviours of prey and affects community organization [2]. Thus, animals should identify, evaluate and cope with predation risk to maximize survival [2,3]. Prey may trust on their own capabilities to detect potential predators or may rely on indirect cues revealing a threat [4]. Indeed, when encountering a predator many animals produce anti-predator signals (sensu [5]) that may function by: (i) alerting conspecifics (usually relatives or mates) of potential danger [6] inducing freezing or fleeing to cover [7]; (ii) recruiting nearby individuals for mobbing defence [8]; (iii) warning the predator that it has been detected [9], which may either confuse it [10], show it that the prey is prepared to escape [11] or deter pursuing [12]; and finally, (iv) attracting the predator of the predator [8]. Also, because non-relative conspecifics and heterospecifics may share predators with the signal emitter, anti-predator signals could provide information to non-targeted receivers (i.e. non-related conspecifics or heterospecifics).

Alarm calls, as specific vocalizations produced by animals when facing impending danger, are alarm signals frequently emitted by many species of birds and mammals [3]. Alarm calls can encode very rich information about the type and intensity of threat allowing receivers to give the more appropriate behavioural response [13]. For instance, alarm calls emitted by vervet monkeys Cercopithecus aethiops and social mongooses Suricata suricata provide information on both type of predator [14,15] and level of urgency it imposes [16], eliciting different behavioural responses in conspecifics [14,15]. Similarly, among birds, alarm calls of black-capped chickadees Poecile atricapilla, white-browed scrub wren Sericornis frontalis and Siberian jays Perisoreus infaustus inform conspecifics on size [17], distance [7] and behaviour (e.g. perching versus aerial searching; [18]) of aerial predators. Alarm calls can also alert of predation risk to non-related conspecifics and heterospecifics (i.e. eavesdroppers). Indeed, heterospecific eavesdroppers may gather information on predation risk and use it to modulate their behavioural response against predators in the short term. Examples of heterospecific eavesdropping on predation risk cues can be found between species within the same taxa, as between bird [19] and mammal [20] species, or even between non-closely related taxa, such as reptiles and birds [21] or mammals and birds [22].

Although evidence suggests that eavesdroppers may tune their anti-predator behaviours in relation to others’ alarm calls, it remains unknown as to whether perception of alarm calls may influence the organization of communities. Eavesdropping has been shown to have important ecological consequences in various contexts [23,24] such as in breeding territory choice [25–27]. On the other hand, local predation risk is an essential component of habitat suitability [28,29]. However, it is unknown whether coexisting preys could rely on alarm calls from both con- and hetero-specifics to evaluate predation risk when choosing a breeding territory. Here, we demonstrate for the first time, to our knowledge, one ecological consequence of reactions to alarm calls by testing whether two
medium-sized coexisting raptors, one resident and one migratory species, cue on alarm calls of the resident species to assess breeding site quality. Specifically, we studied the little owl (Athene noctua)—scops owl (Otus scops) dyad, two nocturnal birds of prey that breed sympatrically in the south of Spain [30] and that base intraspecific communication on vocal cues [31,32].

Before bird settlement, we experimentally increased the perception of predation risk at a patch scale by broadcasting little owl alarm calls. Resident little owls are supposed to be more familiar with and more accurately reveal habitat quality than migratory scops owls because they have winter time to update the information gathered during the previous year [26]. We expected that settling individuals of the two species avoided areas with playbacks of alarm calls because these calls are likely to indicate dangerous areas. In addition, individuals finally settled in dangerous areas are expected to lay smaller clutches in accordance with life-history theory [33]. Whether these expectations should affect more conspecífics or heterospecifics is not clear for us a priori. On the one hand, heterospecifics may provide secondary information compared with conspecifics because conspecifics share more needs than heterospecifics [34]. On the other hand, information produced by heterospecifics has been suggested to be more likely used when individuals of one species are worse informed than the other species [35], as scops owls must be compared with little owls owing to their migratory status. Therefore, our experimental set-up allowed us to determine whether little owl alarm calls are used as a proxy of patch predation risk influencing breeding territory choice and subsequent reproductive strategies in conspecific and heterospecific owls.

2. METHODS

(a) Study system

The study was conducted in the breeding season (April–July) of 2010 in southeastern Spain (37°18’N, 3°11’W). The area covers approximately 756 ha of holm oak Quercus ilex wooded landscape where cork oak nest-boxes (roof surfaces of 24 × 24 cm, 40 cm height and an opening of 6 cm diameter) were held on trees. The site harbours a cavity-nesting bird community that includes the two study owl species (little and scops owls) and the diurnal European roller Coracias garrulus. Breeding densities of little and scops owls in the study area are 0.024 and 0.02 pairs per hectare, respectively (see [30] for details).

Little and scops owls are medium-sized (157 g and 91 g, respectively) territorial species differing in migratory status. Little owls are year-round residents, whereas scops owls are transaharian migrants arriving throughout April into the study area [36]. Thus, scops owls should have less accurate information on breeding habitat suitability than little owls owing to time constraints imposed by migration [26]. Both species are secondary hole nesting birds that readily use nest-boxes for breeding [36]. Little and scops owls also share predators. Indeed, these two owl species are common prey of tawny Strix aluco [37,38] and eagle owls Bubo bubo [39]. Moreover, serpents and rodents are common predators of their nest contents in our study area (D. Parejo, J. M. Avilés & J. Rodriguez 2010, unpublished data).

Up to 22 types of vocalizations, which vary according to sex, age and context, have been described in the little owl [40]. Thus, little owl vocalizations seem to encode valuable information and their use appears to be comparable to that reported in oscine birds. As alarm calls, little owls emit a loud, chattering ‘kek kek’ or a short, explosive, high-pitched ‘chi chi chi-chi’ when disturbed at the nests. Calls include ‘queb’ and/or ‘keck’ sounds said to express unease or fear [36].

(b) Experimental design

Nest-boxes were assigned by proximity to plots (the mean number of nest-boxes per plot was 5.4 and ranged from three to nine nest-boxes, n = 161 nest-boxes in 30 plots). Plots were separated by at least 300 m and nest-boxes within each plot were separated by 50–100 m of each other. Plots were spatially grouped in triads to avoid possible spatial influence. That is, by spatially matching the treatments, we wanted to remove the possible effect of the area on the effect of the treatment if plots assigned to the same treatment were spatially grouped. Within each triad, plots were randomly assigned to one of the following treatments: (i) ‘Risky’, in which we artificially increased perceived predation risk by broadcasting little owl alarm calls; (ii) ‘Non-risky’, in which we did not modify perception of predation risk but played back little owl contact calls as a control of playback experiments; and, (iii) ‘Control’, in which we did not broadcast any playback but visited as frequently as Risky and Non-risky plots.

The experiment started on 20 April, when the two owl species are evaluating breeding territories but have not started reproduction yet [30]. Treatments were applied during 15 days, i.e. from 20 April to 5 May, in alternative days in Risky and Non-risky plots and half of the Control plots. We confirmed that the manipulation was perceived by the two owl species because little owls began breeding in most of the plots during the two manipulation weeks (mean laying dates ± se: 29 April ± 1.6 days) and because we recorded vocal displays of scops owls in most occupied plots between 20 April and 5 May.

Little owl vocalizations (alarm calls in Risky plots and contact calls in Non-risky plots) were broadcast during 3 h at dusk on alternative days at the core of plots. For that purpose, we used portable amplified speakers connected to digital audio players equipped with track repeat and random track selection functions. We used recordings of little owl alarm calls (figure 1a) and of contact calls (figure 1b) extracted from Límosa et al. [41]. Spectrograms of alarm calls, although showing some degree of variation, are clearly different from contact calls. Alarm calls all have syllables with wider bands that are repeated at a higher rate than contact calls (figure 1).

Among the available recordings of little owl calls we selected the highest quality ones to be broadcast, which led us to use in playbacks three recordings of each type. We disregarded recording calls of local little owls as this could have induced data biases as a consequence of discrimination of neighbour versus stranger calls in our experiment [32]. To completely avoid pseudoreplication we would have needed 80 different alarm and 80 contact little owl calls (i.e. playbacks were broadcasted eight times in each plot and there were 10 plots assigned to each experimental treatment) which is not practical given that recordings of owl calls are so rare. Therefore, as the best way to reduce the chance of pseudoreplication given the small number of available recordings, we decided to use the three alarm calls or the three contact calls in all Risky and Non-risky playback tracks. The use of the three recordings in...
each treatment produces an unique assortment of calls by their randomized presentation and combination with silence tracks for each day of treatment and plot. Similar approaches have been used in previous studies [42–44]. Approximately, 1.5–3 min of uncompressed audio files with the recordings of the various calls were interspersed with periods of silence that varied from 3 to 8 min. Little owl calls and silent periods were recorded in separate tracks so that the exact sequence of calls and silences was randomly determined by selecting the random playback mode. We measured playbacks amplitude by using a sound-level metre (Velleman Inc., AVM2050, weighting level A, fast response). Average playback volume was 89.1 ± 1.1 dB measured 1 m away from the speaker. Such playback volume was judged by ear to be similar to the natural production of real calls.

Plots were visited weekly from 20 April to the end of July to record occupation (a nest-box was defined as occupied when at least one egg was laid in it), owl species, laying dates and reproductive parameters. Response to the broadcast experiment was evaluated using first three estimators of breeding habitat preference: (i) the earliest laying date of each owl species per plot in the knowledge that laying date correlates with habitat preference as high-quality habitats are occupied first [45,46];
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Figure 1. Spectrograms of the three alarm (a) and the three contact (b) calls of little owls used in this study. Calls were prepared in AVISOFT, with settings as described in the text.
(ii) the occupation probability of a plot by each owl species, i.e. whether at least one breeding pair settled in a plot, because it reflects actual territory choice; and (iii) the species specific rate of occupation of all nest-boxes in a plot (i.e. the proportion of nest-boxes occupied by each species per plot) in the knowledge that high-quality habitats should be more occupied [46]. Additionally, as birds may respond to predation risk by modifying their breeding strategy [30,42], we also measured clutch size for each reproductive event of the two owl species.

(c) Statistical Analyses
Analyses were performed using SAS v. 9.1 statistical software (SAS 2001 Institute, Cary, NC, USA).

General linear models (GLM SAS procedure) were used to investigate whether the plot treatment affected (i) the earliest laying date of each owl species within each plot, (ii) the plot occupation rate (arcsin transformed) by each species, and (iii) the mean clutch size of the two owl species. In these last analyses, laying date was introduced as a covariate because it is usually correlated to clutch size. We checked for differences between pairs of treatments by performing Scheffé tests.

We performed generalized linear models (Genmod SAS procedure) to contrast plot occupation probability between different treatments by the two owl species. We compared least-squared means of each treatment to check for pairwise differences.

3. RESULTS
Twenty-eight out of the 30 plots were occupied by at least one of the two owl species. Mean number of occupied territories per plot was 1.93, rendering an average occupation of 38%.

(a) Response to conspecific alarm cues
The earliest laying date of little owls in each plot was not affected by the treatment (general linear model: $F_{2,9} = 0.36, p = 0.71$). However, the probability of a plot to be occupied by little owls differed among experimental treatments (figure 2a, generalized linear model: $\chi^2 = 6.6, p = 0.038$). Probability of occupation by little owls was higher in Risky than in Control plots and tended to be also higher in Non-risky than in Control plots (figure 2a). Plot occupation rate by little owls was not affected by the treatment (general linear model: $F_{2,27} = 0.29, p = 0.75$).

Owing to positive selection of little owls by Risky and Non-risky plots when compared with Control plots, sample size for clutch size in Control plots was insufficient to perform statistical analyses (figure 2b). Therefore, we only could compare mean clutch size of little owls between Risky and Non-risky plots. We found that clutches were larger in Non-risky than in Risky plots (general linear model: treatment effect, $F_{1,11} = 8.64, p = 0.01$; laying date effect: $F_{1,10} = 0.52, p = 0.49$; figure 2b).

(b) Response to heterospecific alarm cues
The treatment affected the date of first occupation by scops owls in each plot (general linear model: $F_{2,9} = 5.45, p = 0.028$). Scops owls installed first in Control and Non-risky plots than in Risky ones (figure 3). On the other hand, neither the probability of a plot to be occupied by scops owls (generalized linear model: $\chi^2 = 0.04, p = 0.98$), plot occupation rate by this species (general linear model: $F_{2,27} = 0.01, p = 0.99$), nor clutch size varied in relation to treatments (general linear model: treatment effect, $F_{2,7} = 1.31, p = 0.33$; laying date effect: $F_{1,9} = 5.66, p = 0.04$).

Figure 2. Evidence of conspecific eavesdropping on alarm cues for breeding habitat choice. (a) Probability of occupation of plots by at least one little owl breeding pair in each treatment ($n = 30$ plots, 10 plots per treatment). (b) Mean clutch size of little owls in relation to treatments. Numbers near mean values indicate $n =$ number of nests. Pairwise differences are shown, with arrows designating pairs, with the exception of the Control treatment in (b) (small sample size).

Figure 3. Evidence of heterospecific eavesdropping on alarm cues for breeding habitat choice. Mean scops owl earliest laying dates per plot are shown for each experimental treatment applied. Numbers inside bars are $n =$ number of plots. Pairwise differences are shown, with arrows designating pairs.
4. DISCUSSION

Numerous studies have investigated eavesdropping on mammal and bird alarm calls and showed that such a mechanism may elicit short-term behavioural responses against predation. Previous studies, however, have disregarded the ecological consequences of eavesdropping on alarm calls in terms of community organization. Our objective here was to examine whether alarm calls of a resident species in an owl community, the little owl, are used to assess habitat quality, and subsequently choose breeding sites by conspecifics, and by one migratory bird species, the scops owl. We aimed to manipulate owl perception of predation risk at the patch scale by broadcasting either little owl alarm or contact calls during the pre-breeding period in breeding areas.

(a) Breeding habitat selection and conspecific eavesdropping on alarm cues

Contrary to our expectations, little owls preferred to settle down in plots in which conspecifics’ vocalizations were broadcast (Risky and Non-risky plots) because these plots showed higher probabilities to be occupied by little owls compared with plots where information on conspecifics was unavailable (Control plots). Several non-exclusive explanations can be given to this result. (i) Little owls are unable to interpret information conveyed by the different calls of conspecifics and their preference for plots with little owl's vocalizations is only based on conspecific attraction. The presence of conspecifics can be easily detected and individuals could use this information to make rapid settlement decisions [47]. At moderate population densities, relying on local conspecific abundance to assess habitat quality may be a good strategy [48] which may provide advantages such as enhanced mating success and other positive density dependence effects (i.e. Allee effect [47]). However, clutch size of little owls differed between Risky and Non-risky plots, suggesting that little owls are able to decode the information conveyed in the two calls. (ii) Alternatively, little owls could be able to interpret information encoded in conspecific calls but they could choose to settle down in Risky and Non-risky plots because conspecific vocalizations indicate high conspecific densities in the two types of plots. This would mean that the advantages of breeding near conspecifics surpass the disadvantages of high local predation risk. This would be also the case if little owls perceived vocalizations of foreigner little owls as a measure of intrusion risk and hence responded to them by settling in those plots with a high perceived competition risk, i.e. in Risky and Non-risky plots, to defend their ownership. This possibility is plausible since little owls distinguish between vocalizations of neighbours and strangers [32]. (iii) Finally, the different little owl calls used in the experiment could not reliably convey information on differences in predation risk. However, little owls laid larger clutches in Non-risky than in Risky plots. Reduced investment might aim to shorten the time the nest is exposed to predation [49], to diminish the number of parental feeding trips to nests that could attract predators [50], and to save energy for re-nesting in the event of failure [51]. Alternatively, differences in clutch size may be explained by the non-random distribution of individuals among plots differing in predation risk [52] whenever plots with elevated predation risk were mainly occupied by suboptimal breeders that would lay smaller clutches. In any case, this result evidences that little owls can interpret information conveyed by conspecifics calls and use it in their reproductive decisions.

(b) Breeding habitat selection and heterospecific eavesdropping on alarm cues

Scops owls preferred safe (Non-risky and Control plots) to risky (Risky plots) territories as revealed by little owls’ calls. Heterospecific attraction has been shown between several bird species [26,53,54], mainly between resident and migratory birds [26]. However, although scops owls are migrants that could potentially rely on cues provided by resident little owls, our results cannot be owing to scops owls copying little owl preferences because little owls preferred Risky and Non-risky plots (i.e. plots in which vocalizations were broadcasted) to Control plots, whereas scops owls preferred Non-risky plots. Alternatively, scops owls could be avoiding competition with little owls by choosing the less preferred plots by this last species (i.e. Control plots). However, this is not a possible explanation to our results because scops owls should have chosen Control plots instead of Non-risky plots. Therefore, our result includes that scops owls are able to extract valuable information from little owls’ calls during the assessment of breeding sites. Previous studies have shown that both conspecifics and heterospecifics may easily recognize others’ alarm calls [17,19,55], and make finely tuned adjustments of their behavioural responses [6,19,20,54]. Furthermore, scops owls are migrant birds that could be attentive to the anti-predator cues of residents to gain information about local predation risk [56]. As the use of this kind of information by migrants is less costly than inspecting predation risk directly, it is likely to be common in nature [56]. Therefore, here we illustrate for the first time, to our knowledge, one possible ecological consequence of reactions to heterospecific alarm calls by showing how little owls’ alarm calls are used by scops owls as a source of social information on local predation risk during the breeding habitat selection process.

The fact that we used recordings of foreign little owls in our experimental design gives an additional dimension to the informative content of calls. Thereby, little owls’ calls might provide information on conspecific intrusion risk as well as on predation risk, which could lead to an unexpected response of conspecifics to the experimental treatment as is the case here. For scops owls, however, little owls’ calls are likely to inform on only predation risk and thus heterospecific scops owls are likely to respond only to that information.

Our findings may have important implications for community organization. The use of information provided by heterospecifics in breeding habitat selection might either
increase competition by the coincident choice of breeding sites by different species, or it might facilitate species coexistence, thereby affecting the entire community dynamics [35]. Additionally, these findings also have a conservationist side because, whenever competitors provide one another useful information, declines in the abundance of one species may prejudice the other. This could help to understand scenarios in which different species within a community show parallel population declines. Moreover, conservation strategies manipulating social information to promote settlement of declining species in suitable habitats [57,58] may have non-target effects on other members of the community [48].

Finally, this study raises an interesting additional question. Heterospecific eavesdropping on alarm calls may have consequences on the evolution of alarm calls as signals. Eavesdropping might lead to increased levels of intra- and interspecific competition, and consequently to reduced fitness, owing to the choice of the same sites in intra- and interspecific competition, and consequently have consequences on the evolution of alarm calls as signal. Heterospecific eavesdropping on alarm calls may encode information about predator size. Allometry of alarm calls: black-capped chickadees respond to heterospecific alarm calls. Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B 268, 2315–2324. (doi:10.1098/rspb.2001.1773)
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